
 
Things are not always as they seem 

 
I didn’t know what to make of this – it was 
in the window of a specialist area at 
Colchester Zoo and it took me some time to 
work out exactly what sort of creature it 
was. It had a hint of owl and even a sort of 
pussycat look but it just wasn’t the right size 
for either. Perhaps it was because I was 

expecting exotic animals – I just couldn’t see beyond those two strange eyes. 
They were almost mesmerising, they didn’t move! They just stared unwinkingly. 
Of course, they did – because they weren’t eyes at all – if you want to see the 
whole picture look hard at the photo in the right hand corner of the bottom of 
this page – it may still take out a while to work out what it is.  
 
Those ‘eyes’ were supposed to put predators off – to discourage too close an 
investigation and they certainly work. Such adaptations are easy to find in nature 
– but do we do it too?  
 
How adept are we at concealing our true selves? And how do we feel if someone 
sees through us?  If you read the gospel stories about Jesus you’ll find that he 
was able to see through all the prevarications and pomposity of his opponents – 
understood exactly how they ticked. They just loved the thought of being better 
than other people, of being more holy and more honest and more religious than 
everyone else. And instead of paying lots of attention to them and praising them 
for their goodness, Jesus chose to be with fishermen and women and children, 
as well as sick people.  He was trying to show everyone that God loves us – just 
loves us, not for what we do and say for him, but for how we treat other people 
who are also loved by God. 
I once turned up at home as a 
teenager rather upset because of 
the way I’d been treated by a 
customer in the little corner shop 
that employed me as a Saturday girl. 
She had been very rude and abrupt 
and had made me feel very inferior -
beneath her. To that my Mum said, 
‘you are no better than anyone else 
– but then no one is better than you’ 



A couple of days later I was in the shop in my school uniform – as a pupil of a well-
respected convent school – and the same customer treated me with respect and 
kindness. That taught me a very important lesson – about how we see other 
people and why they consider us worthy of respect.  
Jesus showed in his ministry that God sees everyone as worthy of respect, no one 
is better than you, but you are no better than anyone else. We are all God’s 
children, beloved, beautiful and blessed – lets live as if we believe it.  
 
 
 
 
 


